MELLOW MOOD HOTELS
Environmental Certification

Information on the harmful
consequences of textile laundering
and we kindly ask our guests to
reuse their towels

Energy-saving light bulbs
and lamps (LED lamps)

Selective collection of used kitchen
grease and other kitchen waste

Electronic billing
(e-invoicing)

Electric car charging stations

Confirmation sent by e-mail
if possible

Motion-activated, automatic
lighting in most corridors, stairwells,
and infrequently used areas

Selective collection
of used batteries

Percolators installed in showers
Washing machines are fully loaded

Switching off unused machines
(in offices, kitchen, and laundry)

Selective collection
of used light bulbs

Cleanliness of the direct
environment, tidiness, flowers

Reuse used paper for
internal notepads

Lights, sockets, and air conditioning
are only on when someone
is present

Minimal printing,
electronic communication

Toilet flushers use a two-button
control system

Kitchen staff are not defrosting frozen
products in cold water wherever possible

We encourage guests to collect the deposit on
the day of arrival, so it is not posted,
and it is saving a considerable amount of
envelopes

If telephone enquirers ask about prices and
services, they will be recommended
the hotel’s website, not a brochure

Cardboard boxes are not thrown away but used
for storage and to pack „found objects”
to be returned to guests

The paper cardholders for the plastic roomopening cards returned by guests are not thrown
away but are returned to the room drawer

Empty cans, bottles, tubes, and jars are returned
by the partner at the next delivery so that they
can be reused

Room air-conditioning and heating are also
operated by the key card if not inserted in
its holder, no air ventilation in the rooms,
no appliances working except for the minibar

Recorded by type (paper waste, used batteries, used kitchen grease and other kitchen waste, other hazardous waste, green waste, furniture,
fixtures, equipment, discarded equipment, hotel textiles, electrical and electronic waste): separate collection, and disposal

